Generation Equality Forum: Why Invest in Feminist Movements and Leadership?
Open societies are gender just societies.

Our mission to promote and defend inclusive, vibrant democracies and rights-based protection cannot succeed without robust feminist leadership and the movements that are on the frontlines of rising authoritarianism.
What Does Transformative Feminist Leadership Look Like?

ACCESS TO GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES

MOVEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

DECISION-MAKING ROLES IN PUBLIC LIFE
Commitments include new investments to:

Build transformative feminist political leadership:

• Dedicated funding to explicitly invest in putting more women in positions of leadership in politics and governance while also investing in keeping them there.

• Strengthen feminist leadership in Peace and Security

• Strengthen and resource inclusive movements and leadership

• Strengthen Global Infrastructure for Progressive Multilateralism - especially to combat anti-gender and anti-rights movements
What Could Transformative Feminist Leadership Commitments Look Like for You?
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